ZA: WC: Cape Town [PDF]
Keith Matthee [PDF]
Correspondence [PDF]
To, From & About:
Western Cape: Cape Town Police
S. Africa: Cape Town Police (CTCentral-SAPS@saps.gov.za)
Unashamedly Ethical:
Ombudsman: Keith Matthee (keith@mattd.co.za)

Re:
04 March 2016 submission to Capetown; Hong Kong,
Dandenong, Kuala Lumpur, Vancouver, Uxbridge & Auckland
Police:
Notice of Possible Fraudulent practices being practiced by
Unashamedly Ethical: Ombudsman: Keith Matthee;
Administrator: Jaap Le Roux; Founder: Graham Power;
Executive Committee: Ras Myburgh; Edward Beeka; Amanda
Buys; Patrick Kuwana; Chris Lodewyk; Mgayi Bongani; Gert
Roberts; Hardus Zevenster; International Advisors: Roy Chen;
Dan Daniels; Datuk Edward Ong; Geoff Tunicliffe; Don
Simmonds; Phil Warbrick [PDF]. Proof of Service [PDF]

Last Updated: 27 Aug 2016

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Cape Times News Editors; Sekunjalo Investment Holdings: Iqbal
Survé; Acting as Honorary Consulate of Finland
CC: Int Police: LJ v UE: SAPS WC Prov Commissioner; Keith Matthee; Embassy of Finland;
EoP Applicants: Vladimir Putin & Bruce McDonald
Sent: Sunday, March 06, 2016 3:02 PM
Subject: Cape Times, Sekunjalo Inv, FI-CT Consul: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud: Keith Matthee: Cape
Times: Atheists fail to grasp the real problems facing us?
06 Mar Edit: EoP Applicant: Bruce McDonald [PDF] was replaced with Anthony Zinni [PDF]

From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Sunday, March 06, 2016 3:02 PM | 5:22 PM | 5:50 PM | 5:49 PM | 5:51 PM | 5:50 PM | 5:58 PM |
6:07 PM | 6:09 PM | 6:08 PM | 6:15 PM
To: 'Ashfak Mohamed'; 'Group Editor: Chris Witfield'; 'Editor: Aneez Salie'; 'Sekunjalo Investments: Exec
Chair: Iqbal Survé'; 'Sekunjalo'; 'Khalid Abdulla'; 'Cherie Hendricks'; 'Acting as Honorary Consulate of
Finland: Exec Asst Maude Nyandoro'; 'Chief of Staff: Zenariah Barends' | 'Sekunjalo Investments: Exec
Chair: Iqbal Survé'; 'Sekunjalo'; 'Khalid Abdulla'; 'Cherie Hendricks' | 'Sekunjalo Investments: Sekunjalo' |
Iqbal Survé' | 'Cherie Hendricks' | 'Khalid Abdulla' | 'Sekunjalo Investments: Sekunjalo' | 'Iqbal Survé' |
'Khalid Abdulla' | 'Cherie Hendricks' | 'African Equity Empowerment Investments Limited: Cherie Hendriks'
Cc: 'SAPS WC Prov Commissioner'; 'Cape Town Police'; 'Keith Matthee'; 'Finland Embassy'; 'Petri Salo';
'Anu Saxen'; 'Anna Merrifield'; 'Beverley Harris'; 'Kremlin Press Office'; 'Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU EmbPta'; 'Bruce McDonald'
Subject: Cape Times, Sekunjalo Inv, FI-CT Consul: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud: Keith Matthee: Cape
Times: Atheists fail to grasp the real problems facing us?

TO: Cape Times News Editors; Sekunjalo Investment Holdings: Iqbal Survé; Acting as
Honorary Consulate of Finland
CC: Int Police: LJ v UE: SAPS WC Prov Commissioner; Keith Matthee
CC: Embassy of Finland; EoP Applicants: Vladimir Putin & Bruce McDonald
Cape Times News Editors:
Ashfak Mohamed (ashfak.mohamed@inl.co.za); Group Editor: Chris Witfield
(chris.whitfield@inl.co.za); Editor: Aneez Salie (aneez.salie@inl.co.za)
Sekunjalo Investment Holdings / Finland Consulate in Capetown:
Sekunjalo Investment Holdings:
4th Floor Claremont Central
8 Vineyard Road, Claremont Capetown 7700
Sekunjalo Investments: Exec Chair: Iqbal Survé (iqbal@sekunjalo.com); Sekunjalo
(info@sekunjalo.com); Khalid Abdulla (khalid@sekunjalo.com); Cherie Hendricks
(cherieh@sekunjalo.com) | African Equity Empowerment Investments Limited: Cherie
Hendriks (cherie@aeei.co.za)
Acting as Honorary Consulate of Finland: Exec Asst Maude Nyandoro
(zenariah.barends@inl.co.za); Chief of Staff: Zenariah Barends (zenariah.barends@inl.co.za);
Int Police: LJ v UE: SAPS WC Prov Commissioner; Keith Matthee:
SAPS WC Prov Commissioner (wcpcstaffofficer@saps.gov.za); Cape Town Police (CTCentralSAPS@saps.gov.za); Keith Matthee (keith@mattd.co.za)

Embassy of Finland in Pretoria: Ambassador Petri Salo:
Finland Embassy (sanomat.pre@formin.fi); Petri Salo (petri.salo@formin.fi); Anu Saxen
(anu.saxen@formin.fi); Anna Merrifield (anna.merrifield@formin.fi); Beverley Harris
(beverley.harris@formin.fi)
EoP Applicants: Vladimir Putin & Bruce McDonald:
President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office (press_office@prpress.gov.ru); Copy to: Amb
Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta (ruspospr@mweb.co.za); Bruce McDonald
(bmacdonald@usip.org)
Cape Times, Sekunjalo Inv, FI-CT Consul: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud: Keith
Matthee: Cape Times: Atheists fail to grasp the real problems facing us?
Ref: 23 Sept 2011: Cape Times Letters by Keith Matthee SC: "Atheists fail to grasp the real
problems facing us"; regarding the alleged evils committed in the name of atheism; as noted at
High Beam Research.
Transparency Notice: On 04 March 2016 I submitted a complaint [PDF] to Capetown; Hong
Kong, Dandenong, Kuala Lumpur, Vancouver, Uxbridge & Auckland Police.
Complaint: Notice of Possible Fraudulent practices being practiced by Unashamedly Ethical:
Ombudsman: Keith Matthee; Administrator: Jaap Le Roux; Founder: Graham Power; Executive
Committee: Ras Myburgh; Edward Beeka; Amanda Buys; Patrick Kuwana; Chris Lodewyk;
Mgayi Bongani; Gert Roberts; Hardus Zevenster; International Advisors: Roy Chen; Dan
Daniels; Datuk Edward Ong; Geoff Tunicliffe; Don Simmonds; Phil Warbrick.
Proof of Service [PDF]: to: S. Africa: Cape Town Police via Cape Town Central SAPS:
CTCentral-SAPS@saps.gov.za; Hong Kong Police via: Hong Kong Police: Crime Information:
crimeinformation@police.gov.hk; Crime Prevention Bureau: crimepre@police.gov.hk; Police
Public Relations Branch: pprb@police.gov.hk; Dandenong Australia Police via: Chief
Commissioner Graham Ashton: via Victoria Police: policelife-mgr@police.vic.gov.au;
Communications: communications@veohrc.vic.gov.au; Kuala Lumpur Police: via Malaysia:
Royal Malaysia Police: mcc@rmp.gov.my; Canada British Columbia Vancouver Police via: Chief
Constable Adam Palmer: adam.palmer@vpd.ca; Vancouver Police Dept: vpd@vpd.ca; Canada
Ontario Uxbridge: via Mng Municipal Law Enforcement: Andre Gratton:
agratton@town.uxbridge.on.ca; Danielle Hill: dhill@town.uxbridge.on.ca; Satnam Chauhan:
schauhan@town.uxbridge.on.ca; New Zealand: Auckland Police via Commissioner of Police:
Mike Bush: Mike.bush@police.govt.nz.
All documents are available at: International Police: Lara Johnstone v Unashamedly Ethical.

Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics:
In Garrett Hardin’s: Living on a Lifeboat and Lifeboat Ethics: The Case Against Helping the
Poor; the basic access to resources leadership decision was ‘nations resource lifeboat is not full
yet, whom of those drowning in the water; should we give the opportunity to get into our
national lifeboat; and whom should we just allow to drown’.
In US Army’s Lifeboat Ethics while not explicitly stated in the course material; that – in terms
of ecological overshoot resource depletion tipping points and resource conflict – all nations on

Earth’s resource lifeboats are not only full; but shrinking so now the decision is not ‘whom to let
in’ but ‘whom should be removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool; how should they be
removed; how many should be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?
Aforementioned Ecology of Peace shrinking lifeboat ethics [PDF] answers can be found in
greater detail in — EoP WiP negotiations: Cop21 [PDF]; TPP [PDF]; USA v A Bundy et al
[PDF]; — correspondence; and Ecology of Peace options to politically, legally and/or militarily
implement an Ecology of Peace International law social contract documents. EoP options being:
Amendment of UN Prisoner of War Treaty; EoP Referendum; EoP ICC Complaint and EoP
Military Necessity Mutual Coercion Psychotronic Evacuation.
Ecology of Peace v Masonic War is Peace Decision-Making Facing South Africans:
Although unreported by Masonic Corporate worshipping mainstream media and Masonic Ego
worshipping Islamic and Christian pulpit preachers; the Syrian civil war and refugee crisis
were a direct result of the Syrian drought; which was a direct result of Syrian overconsumption
and overprocreation.
-------

Putin: EU [Islam Lebensraum Hijrah] Refugee Crisis Absolutely Expected:
Totalitarian Agriculture, Population Growth, Desertification, Resource Wars and
Economic Migrations
"The ultimate direct impact of desertification is the complete loss of carrying capacity of an
already fragile biome, and the primary indirect effect is the migration of people previously
supported by that area. ... Environmental degradation and environmental resource scarcity are
of such a magnitude that they can become, if they are not already, an issue of national security
(military and non-military) for the United States." -- Understanding International
Environmental Security: A Strategic Military Perspective; by Colonel W. Chris King - November
2000; US Army Environmental Policy Institute -- Military Gospel According to Homer Lea
Primitive Technology: Was Agriculture [the source of land degradation] a Good Idea,
or an Act of Desperation?
One of the attributes of modern western thought is the firm conviction that whatever it is doing
now must be better than what it was doing before - that all change is progress. We are so
convinced of this that we assume that if there are other planets with intelligent life, they are
trying to get in touch with us using the same technologies that we recognize ourselves. In the
book Making Silent Stones Speak, after reviewing the evidence for the evolution of stone tools
and technology, Kathy Schick and Nicholas Toth end with the question - why aren't we hearing
from other civilized worlds in the universe? They wonder if it is because intelligent life, once it
reaches the level of technology that allows it to send messages into outer space, invariably
destroys itself. The question unasked is - whether intelligent life can make choices that lead to
other, non-destructive technologies either before it self-destructs or after? In looking back over
the history of human social evolution, the critical change that seems to have taken us from
positive adaptation to self-destructive reaction came with the advent of agriculture. The rest of
this piece will take a brief and over simplified look at the development of agriculture, the

'domestication' of various plants and animals and the affect of all this on human health and
happiness.
First, let's consider domestication of animals, thought to have occurred around 20,000 years ago
with the appearance of dogs within human habitations. .. Recent discoveries, including a dog
skeleton of 100,000 years antiquity and not in human context, have suggested a different
scenario. Picture a scene in Stone Age Europe. The cave dwelling humans spread from their
permanent village to hunt. The hunted learn to avoid the area close to the cave as a danger
zone, but the level of avoidance is determined by genetic factors that control the fear response.
The animals with the least fear live closest to the danger. Because they tend to interact with
each other, the genetic tendency is increased. Coincidentally, the same gene that controls the
fear response controls other factors including coloration and breading cycles. Less fearful
animals will breed more often and be more solid colors than the 'normal' animals. Thus reduced
fear made these prey species more easily hunted, and in most cases led to their elimination, but
in some cases, and it only took one, the members of the hunting community saw value in this
close to home population and treated it as insurance against a poor hunt. They knew they could
get something on the way home. Over time, this population of hunters and prey formed a
relationship in which the hunters began to protect this segment of the hunted until they became
isolated from their peers and bred exclusively within - creating the domestic livestock we have
today. It may well have been a mutual proposition developing over a long period of time until
the two species became dependent on each other for survival. Different animals in different
environments and providing different products each went through this process, eventually
moving with their human allies into many new places around the world.
The history of plant cultivation followed a different path. Hunter/gatherer societies gradually
became so efficient at utilizing the local resources for food that they began to settle in semipermanent villages. In doing so, they also became more dependent on trade for special materials
not found close to home. Food plants were tended where they grew by selective burning and
harvesting methods. (This has been documented for California in the book Before the
Wilderness.) In some areas, a few plants were grown from imported seeds to eliminate the need
to trade for them. In central California it was tobacco, in Peru it was cotton and gourds, all
essentially non-food items. The Peruvian gourd growers latter began irrigating these crops, then
irrigating their wild food plants, and then latter, irrigating imported corn and potatoes. What
led to the change from wild to cultivated food and what were the social and health
repercussions? Answers can be found at a site on the Illinois River called Koster (after the local
farmer).
The Koster site had been occupied for an extended period, so that archaeologists led by Stuart
Streuver, were able to find evidence from early hunter/gatherer times around 7500 BC to full
scale farming times at 1200 AD. They found many things, but the most intriguing to me was the
discovery that they became settled in permanent villages well before they became farmers, It
was also during this time that they appear to have been the healthiest and most culturally
stable. Evidence of their diets showed a dependency on a variety of nuts, seeds and tubers as
well as fish and game, each seasonally abundant. At the same time, there was limited
gardening of specialty crops. Sounds good to me, so what happened? Apparently the good times
led to population growth, which led to overuse and decline of the wild foods, which led to using
progressively less desirable species, which led to increased gardening and ultimately wholesale
farming. Once farmers, their bones show increased stress and poorer nutrition, with decreased
life-span and increased warfare. An additional social consequence of agriculture was the
consolidation of the political/religious structure.

Hunter/gatherers tend to be egalitarian, with each family or clan in control of themselves,
cultivating personal relationships with a variety of spirits/gods to keep everything healthy.
Farming led to monocultures with fewer and more powerful gods, a priestly class to bring rain
and protect the crops, and eventually god-kings with the divine right to rule, and control
irrigation, passed down from above. This is the pattern of the Pharaohs of Egypt and the Great
Sun of the Natchez, the leaders of the Inca, Maya and Aztec, and the Louis' of France. We call
that progress because those guys got to write the histories.
There were places however where people stayed in the optimized hunter/gatherer mode
sometimes called collecting. In most of Califomia food was abundant, yet population seems to
have stayed stable in both numbers and life style. Was there some other factor controlling
population? Perhaps there was insufficient firewood in the valleys and insufficient farmable
land in the hills. Perhaps they developed social customs that reduced the birth rate. Perhaps
they would have become farmers in time. Many areas show different combinations of gardening,
hunting and gathering depending on their environment, so perhaps farming has always had
limited potential. The result however, was that farmers ended up with big families with time on
their hands for extended periods when a few could manage the growing crops. This labor force
became both the cause of and the resource for empire building in both the construction of
monuments and the creation of armies. Thus farm-based empires were able to conquer even the
most successful collectors appearing to be more successful, at least in the short run.
In the long run, they have one big problem - crops fail, and they have put all their eggs in one
market basket. Crops fail for three basic reasons - drought, soil depletion and bugs. Whole
religions were based on controlling water. Conquest temporarily solved soil depletion problems.
We're still fighting the bugs. (Hunter/gatherers eat the bugs.) As a result, the Greeks turned the
Cedars of Lebanon into goat pasture, and the Romans did the same to North Africa and other
parts of the Mediterranean. To overcome this flaw, the Ceasars sent armies to conquer
everybody who might be able to send food to Rome.
In looking to the past, it seems clear that groups were most stable when they combined some
gardening with collecting for an economy that was varied and adaptable to climatic change. A
smallish population which is family or clan based also seems to be the most suitable for long
term survival. At present, civilization is carrying on the experiment started by all the failed
civilizations before to see if we can keep endlessly finding new resources to replace those we use
up. The race is on to find renewable fuels, sustainable agriculture, a defense against disease
and a rising population of angry inhabitants. If this current experiment should also fail,
perhaps we (if we still exist) can start over and do things on a smaller, more personal scale
learning from history (and pre-history). Then we may stop worrying about other civilizations on
other planets and why they aren't contacting us and be glad the Society of Primitive Technology
preserved knowledge from the past.
-- Primitive Technology: Was Agriculture [the source of land degradation] a Good Idea, or an Act
of Desperation?; Daniel Quinn: Totalitarian Agriculture.
Tackle Climate Change or Face Resource Wars:
Lord Ashdown: Refugee crisis is a ‘rehearsal’ for a vast humanitarian disaster that will soon
unfold if we fail to act on global warming. The former leader of one of the UK’s main political
parties says the world will undergo more resource wars and huge movements of desperate
people unless it tackles climate change effectively.

Lord Ashdown, who was leader of Britain’s Liberal Democrats for 11 years, describes the
present flight of refugees from Syria and other conflict areas as a “rehearsal” for the vast
humanitarian disaster he believes will soon unfold. In a recent BBC interview on the Syrian
refugee crisis, he said: “This is the beginnings of the future. It’s not going to go away. “The
numbers we now have of refugees fleeing battle zones are going to be diminished into almost
nothing when we see the mass movement of populations caused by global warming.”
He said evidence of the impacts of climate change was plain to see: “You need only to fly over
some of the areas that are being affected – like the Naga Hills on the border of India and
Burma, or vast areas of the Ganges delta – to see clearly what’s happening.”
Tahmima Anam, a Bangladeshi writer and novelist, says that 50,000 people migrate every
month to Dhaka, the capital city, because rising sea levels are making their villages
uninhabitable and their arable land impossible to cultivate. In both the UK and the US,
military leaders are aware of the growing threat from climate change and expect to be ordered
to react to its effects.
Ashdown said: “If governments do not act, then wars over land and resources − which is what
the second Iraq war was − will become more common.”
As long ago as 2003, a report prepared for the US Department of Defense warned that global
climate change is more likely to result in sudden, cataclysmic environmental events than a
gradual and manageable rise in average temperatures.
Such events, the report said, could include a substantial increase in global sea levels, intense
storms and hurricanes, and continent-wide “dustbowl” effects, which could lead to wars for
access to food, water, habitable land and energy supplies. “Violence and disruption stemming
from the stresses created by abrupt changes in the climate pose a different type of threat to
national security than we are accustomed to today,” the report said.
Ashdown foresees a direct and controversial role for military forces in the near future − not
simply in fighting these wars, but also in controlling refugee flows. Asked whether he thought
the UK’s armed forces would be ordered to defend the country’s borders, or to stop refugees
leaving their countries of origin, or simply to play a humanitarian role, he replied: “All of those.”
He went on: “The idea of Open Europe is now under threat. We have to discuss how we can
manage the future.”
Asked what his priorities would be for a government facing mass migration of this sort, Lord
Ashdown replied: “Once the crisis is upon you, it’s too late to start working out your priorities.
“This is about forethought, the need to look ahead. And you can’t approach it on a purely British
basis. It has to be an international effort consistent with our principles.”
-- Guardian: Tackle Climate Change or Face Resource Wars

ELD Report estimates land degradation - desertification costs world $10 trillion
every year, will drive estimated 50 million people to migrate in next 10 years:
ELD: Economics of Land Degradation Initiative report: The Value of Land estimates that land
degradation is costing the world as much as $10.6tn every year, equivalent to 17% of global
gross domestic product; not only from lost agricultural production and diminished livelihoods,
but also from the lost value of ecosystem services formerly provided by the land, including water

filtration, erosion prevention, nutrient cycling and the provision of clean air. Arable land that is
moderately or severely degraded, results in desertification, which is having a profound effect on
migration. The report cites Karmenu Vella, European commissioner for Environment, Maritime
Affairs and Fisheries, who says that land degradation and desertification is forcing hundreds of
thousands to move from their homes. A study by UNCCD: UN’s Convention to Combat
Desertification, found that the process may drive an estimated 50 million people from their
homes in the next 10 years.
Key Findings: * Land cover changes since year 2000 are responsible for half to 75% of the lost
ecosystem services value. * The value of lost ecosystem services due to land degradation
averages US $43,400 to $72,000 per square km, some US $870 to $1,450 per person, globally
each year. * The percentage of Earth's land stricken by serious drought doubled from the 1970s
to the early 2000s. * One third of the world is vulnerable to land degradation; one third of Africa
is threatened by desertification. * A future focused on a shift to sustainability will see the
greatest increase in ecosystem service values.
-- Reuters; Guardian

Smithsonian: Is a Lack of Water to Blame for the Conflict in Syria?; PNAS: Report: A
2006 drought pushed Syrian farmers to migrate to urban centers, setting the stage for
massive uprisings | USDA: SYRIA: Wheat Production in 2008/09 Declines Owing to
Season-Long Drought | Marx: Middle East Resource Wars:
The world’s earliest documented water war happened 4,500 years ago, when the armies of
Lagash and Umma, city-states near the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, battled
with spears and chariots after Umma’s king drained an irrigation canal leading from the Tigris.
“Enannatum, ruler of Lagash, went into battle,” reads an account carved into an ancient stone
cylinder, and “left behind 60 soldiers [dead] on the bank of the canal.”
Water loss documented by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE), a pair of
satellites operated by NASA and Germany’s aerospace center, suggests water-related conflict
could be brewing on the riverbank again. GRACE measured groundwater usage between 2003
and 2009 and found that the Tigris-Euphrates Basin—comprising Turkey, Syria, Iraq and
western Iran—is losing water faster than any other place in the world except northern India.
During those six years, 117 million acre-feet of stored freshwater vanished from the region as a
result of dwindling rainfall and poor water management policies. That’s equal to all the water in
the Dead Sea. GRACE’s director, Jay Famiglietti, a hydrologist at the University of California,
Irvine, calls the data “alarming.”
While the scientists captured dropping water levels, political experts have observed rising
tensions. In Iraq, the absence of a strong government since 2003, drought and shrinking
aquifers have led to a recent spate of assassinations of irrigation department officials and
clashes between rural clans. Some experts say that these local feuds could escalate into fullscale armed conflicts.
In Syria, a devastating drought beginning in 2006 forced many farmers to abandon their fields
and migrate to urban centers. There’s some evidence that the migration fueled the civil war
there, in which 80,000 people have died. “You had a lot of angry, unemployed men helping to
trigger a revolution,” says Aaron Wolf, a water management expert at Oregon State University,
who frequently visits the Middle East.

“The Middle East is facing its worst drought in decades. For three summers, the annual rains
have failed to come. Farmland has dried up across the region in Iraq, Syria, southeast Turkey
and Lebanon....Experts say the climate warming in the Fertile Crescent, the area of the Tigris
and Euphrates rivers, is contributing to the water shortage and helping to create a new
phenomenon – water refugees....More than 160 villages are abandoned in Syria alone. According
to a United Nations report on the drought, 800,000 people have lost their livelihood. Hundreds
of thousands left once-fertile land that turned to dust and pitched tens near the big cities,
looking for any kind of work.” - Deborah Amos, NPR; 7 January 2010
-- Smithsonian; PNAS; USDA; Marx.
Excerpts from: Putin: EU [Islam Lebensraum Hijrah] Refugee Crisis Absolutely Expected.
-------------Similarly; although unreported by Masonic Corporate worshipping mainstream media and
Masonic Ego worshipping Islamic and Christian pulpit preachers; South Africa’s drought is a
direct result of South African overconsumption and overprocreation.
Shall South Africa solve its overpopulation and overconsumption problem; orderly and
humanely by choosing to implementing an Ecology of Peace national social contract; requiring
all its citizens to cooperate and reduce their consumption and procreation to ecological carrying
capacity limits; or be humanely, orderly and fairly eliminated from the South African genepool;
or like Syria did; with a South African civil war; where Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban and
Bloemfontein look like Homs?
Should we ask for President Putin’s help to orderly and humanely legally implement an Ecology
of Peace South African social contract; or should we wait until South Africa’s civil war; and
whomever is then President; can ask President Putin and the Russian Air Force to bomb the
hell out of those who refused to non-violently cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace South
African social contract?
A copy of this correspondence shall be included in: (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: Vladimir Putin &
Bruce McDonald; (ii) Int Police: LJ v UE Complaint Correspondence [PDF]
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA

From: Sekunjalo AAEI Cherie Hendriks | To: Lara Johnstone
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 7:53 AM
Subject: RE: Cape Times, Sekunjalo Inv, FI-CT Consul: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud: Keith Matthee: Cape
Times: Atheists fail to grasp the real problems facing us?

From: Cherie Hendricks [mailto:Cherie@aeei.co.za]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 7:53 AM
To: jmcswan@mweb.co.za
Subject: RE: Cape Times, Sekunjalo Inv, FI-CT Consul: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud: Keith Matthee: Cape
Times: Atheists fail to grasp the real problems facing us?

Kindly note that you have the incorrect email address.
Kind regards
Cherie Hendricks
Corporate Affairs & Sustainability Director
African Equity Empowerment Investments Limited
Tel: +27 21 427 1400

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Sarah Berrington Smith
CC: Keith Matthee [PDF]; SAPS Capetown Police [PDF]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 3:17 PM
Subject: Drivers Inc: Sarah Berrington Smith: RE: Unashamedly ethical - Keith Matthee

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 3:17 PM
To: 'Sarah Berrington Smith'; 'Drivers Inc'
Cc: 'Unashamedly Ethical: Ombudsman: Keith Matthee'; 'SAPS WC Prov Commissioner'; 'Cape Town
Police'
Subject: Drivers Inc: Sarah Berrington Smith: RE: Unashamedly ethical - Keith Matthee

TO: Sarah Berrington Smith (sarah@driversinc.co.za)
Drivers Inc (info@driversinc.co.za)
CC: Unashamedly Ethical: Ombudsman: Keith Matthee (keith@mattd.co.za)
CC: Int Police: LJ v UE: SAPS WC Prov Commissioner; Keith Matthee:
SAPS WC Prov Commissioner (wcpcstaffofficer@saps.gov.za); Cape Town Police (CTCentralSAPS@saps.gov.za)
Sarah Berrington Smith
RE: Unashamedly ethical - Keith Matthee
Can you read?
I am a member of the Ecology of Peace Radical Honoursty culture PDF.
What part of “I don’t engage in secret discussions about anyone. I am happy to discuss my
correspondence with Unashamedly Ethical or Keith Matthee with you; but not behind
Unashamedly Ethical or Keith Mathee’s back” did you not understand?
If you read my UE Fraud correspondence to: British Columbia & Ontario Attorney Generals:
Suzanne Anton & Madeleine Meilleur [PDF 09 March 2016 2:39 AM]; and Hong Kong: Sec for
Justice: Rimsky Yuen [PDF: March 09, 2016 12:17 AM]
-----Excerpts---“I was not deceived into believing the ‘unashamedly ethical’ stuff on Unashamedly Ethical;
anymore than I would have believed Donald Trump’s ‘get rich quick university’ or ‘make
America great again’ schemes’; Jacob Zuma’s ‘perfectly good chicken run’ defence. I perceive the
qualitative difference of their ‘fraud’ guilt as being the Judas Goat flavour of their ecologically
illiterate flavour aid.”
Whether those who signed up to being Unashamedly Ethical members were deceived by ….
deceptive ‘unashamedly ethical’ representations are conscious of UE manipulative deception of
them or not; I don’t know. Perhaps UE prefers to pretend to themselves that they are not

deceiving their followers; and their followers prefer to pretend that they were not, and are not;
being deceived by UE.
I don’t think there is any shame in being deceived by another; the process of deception requires
at least two participants. One to consciously spin a fake story; and the other to sincerely believe
that the fake story is not spin; but sincere. I have been deceived; by a master con-artist; but
when I woke up to the painful reality that I had been deceived; I had to confront myself and my
deceiver. In my case; I filed fraud charges against him and his co-deceivers with the FBI: Brad
Blanton and Radical Honesty fraud. I remember sitting in a Radical Honesty workshop;
watching Brad Blanton sobbing his heart out; about how he had never lied to anyone; had lived
an honourable life; could die in peace. I thought; wow this man must be sincere about this
Radical Honesty stuff. I was very wrong. Brad Blanton could sob and sob until his sobbing filled
the Aqua Zarca dam; but if he’s ‘radical honesty’ does not include public in your face recognition
of Ecology of Peace Factual Reality and the support for the implementation of an Ecology of
Peace international law social contract; then he is not being honest – let alone radically honest - with himself or others.
…. Similarly; Unashamedly Ethical officials and their flock believers can sob until they fill the
Aqua Zarca dam; but if their ‘unashamedly ethical honesty’ does not include public in your face
recognition of Ecology of Peace Factual Reality; then they are not being honest – let alone
unashamedly ethical -- with themselves or others.
Until humans cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract -replace the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity
limits’ of the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract; with clauses requiring all
the worlds citizens; from all races, religions and cultures; to procreate and consume below
ecological carrying capacity limits; or have their genes removed from the planetary genepool; -it does not matter how many trillions of dollars, yen, rubles, pounds, deutschmarks
philanthropists invest into ‘social’ or ‘human’ capital or ‘sustainable development’ etc; how many
‘human rights’ non-profits philanthropists fund to ease their resource thieving guilty
consciences; how many charity function fundraising balls alienated rich assholes hold; how
many Nobel Peace Prize’s two faced coward lily white guilt liberals hand out; how many people
religious fundamentalists convert to Jesus, Allah, Mother Mary; Buddha, Satan, Lucifer; etc;
how many poor left or right, white or black, chink or latino wing ‘civil rights’; ‘environmentalist’;
‘free speech’; ‘black power’; ‘white power’; ‘chink power’; ‘kike power’; etc activists protest and go
to jail as political prisoners to grow themselves a – look at me; I am a sadomasochist self
righteous moral supremacist f**k honour ethics schmuck -- fanclub; they shall not being helping
to fundamentally change the socio-economic or psycho-political alienation misery resulting from
resource war conflict for anyone; of any race, class, or religion.
-----End Excerpts---Conclusion:
So to repeat: “I was not deceived into believing the ‘unashamedly ethical’ stuff on Unashamedly
Ethical; anymore than I would have believed Donald Trump’s ‘get rich quick university’ or
‘make America great again’ schemes’; Jacob Zuma’s ‘perfectly good chicken run’ defence. I
perceive the qualitative difference of their ‘fraud’ guilt as being the Judas Goat flavour of their
ecologically illiterate flavour aid.”
What part of that did you not understand?

If you believed Unashamedly Ethical were sincere and you were fraudulently deceived by them;
I suggest you discuss your deception complaint issues with Unashamedly Ethical to their face;
to their inbox. If Unashamedly Ethical refuse to resolve your deception issues with you; you can
file a complaint with the South African police; who generally accept complaints filed from
Masonic War is Peace South African citizens.
Unashamedly Ethical offices are in Capetown. Capetown Police email is: SAPS WC Prov
Commissioner (wcpcstaffofficer@saps.gov.za); Cape Town Police (CTCentral-SAPS@saps.gov.za).
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

__________________________________________
From: Sarah Berrington Smith [mailto:sarah@driversinc.co.za]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 9:16 AM
To: jmcswan@mweb.co.za
Subject: RE: Unashamedly ethical - Keith Matthee

Thank you for the response. I am still trying to get some action out of them so don’t want to
jeopardise this. I was just rather disturbed when I googled this man and found heaps of
dissatisfaction from you.
I hope to receive some sort of assistance from them.
Am holding thumbs 
Sarah B Smith
__________________________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: 31 March 2016 09:24 PM
To: sarah@driversinc.co.za
Subject: RE: Unashamedly ethical - Keith Matthee

Sarah Berrington Smith
Hi Sarah. I received your correspondence. I am sorry I don’t engage in secret discussions about
anyone. I am happy to discuss my correspondence with Unashamedly Ethical or Keith Matthee
with you; but not behind Unashamedly Ethical or Keith Mathee’s back.
If or when you decide you have something to say publicly about your complaints with
Unashamedly Ethical or Keith Matthee; I shall be happy to engage you; copied to Keith Matthee

for his response; and publish our discussion; along with the other Unashamedly Ethical
correspondence.
Lara Johnstone

__________________________________________
From: Sarah Berrington Smith [mailto:sarah@driversinc.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 11:52 AM
To: jmcswan@mweb.co.za
Subject: Unashamedly ethical - Keith Matthee

Hi Lara
I see that you have not had any joy with the Ombudsman of Unashamedly Ethical, Mr Keith
Matthee. I was reading Keith Matthee response to your emails and I find him extremely rude
and very unhelpful. They also ignored my emails and when I emailed them again at the end of
the month, Mr Matthee then only emailed the company I was complaining about and when I tried
to ask about any previous emails to the company he was so rude to me and refused to answer my
question and just shouted over me. I have a feeling this company is not ethical and I believe they
have set up this company to deceive the public that its members are ethical, but when a
complaint comes from a client of their members I think they protect their members. Reason is
that the members pay membership fees and UE do not want to loose this income.
You should complain about them on Hello Peter. I am not saying anything as yet as I really need
their assistance as the company that I am complaining about are seriously in breach of their
contract with us, yet they continue to ignore me.
So I am waiting in anticipation.

Sarah B Smith
Tel: 021 5104857
Fax: 086 751 7244
Email: sarah@driversinc.co.za
Website: www.driversinc.co.za

From: Sarah Berrington-Smith | To: Lara Johnstone
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 4:34 PM
Subject: RE: Drivers Inc: Sarah Berrington Smith: RE: Unashamedly ethical - Keith Matthee

From: Sarah Berrington-Smith [mailto:sarah@driversinc.co.za]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 4:34 PM
To: andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za
Subject: RE: Drivers Inc: Sarah Berrington Smith: RE: Unashamedly ethical - Keith Matthee

Please remove me from your mailing list, I am not interested.
Thank you

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Sarah Berrington-Smith
CC: Keith Matthee
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 5:45 PM
Subject: FW: Drivers Inc: Sarah Berrington Smith: RE: Unashamedly ethical - Keith Matthee

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 5:45 PM
To: 'Sarah Berrington Smith'
Cc: 'Drivers Inc'; 'Unashamedly Ethical: Ombudsman: Keith Matthee'
Subject: FW: Drivers Inc: Sarah Berrington Smith: RE: Unashamedly ethical - Keith Matthee

TO: Sarah Berrington Smith (sarah@driversinc.co.za)
CC: Drivers Inc (info@driversinc.co.za)
CC: Unashamedly Ethical: Ombudsman: Keith Matthee (keith@mattd.co.za)
RE: Unashamedly ethical - Keith Matthee
Thanks, but No thanks.
Feel free to choke on your fuck honour ‘thank you’. I only accept buck stops here sincere thank
you.
You would not recognize a buck stops here individual if they slapped you through your fuck
honour face.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | To: FSB Gen Bortnikov & NSA Adm Rogers [PDF]
CC: UE: Keith Matthee [PDF]; Umtata Police [PDF]; Drivers Inc: Sarah Berrington Smith
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 7:41 PM
Subject: NSA & FSB: Updated Draft of Response to Sarah Berrington Smith incl Ref2 Kidnapping of
Outsourcing Must Fall Spokesperson: Vusi Mahlangu

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 7:41 PM
To: 'FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov'; 'NSA Adm Mike Rogers via Gen Keith Alexander'
Cc: 'Ombudsman: Keith Matthee'; 'Sarah Berrington Smith'; 'Drivers Inc'; 'Umtatha Police'
Subject: NSA & FSB: Updated Draft of Response to Sarah Berrington Smith incl Ref2 Kidnapping of
Outsourcing Must Fall Spokesperson: Vusi Mahlangu

TO: FSB Gen Bortnikov & NSA Adm Rogers
CC: Unashamedly Ethical; Drivers Inc Outsourcing & Umtata Police
FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Mike Rogers:
FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru); NSA Adm Mike Rogers via Gen Keith
Alexander (KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov)
Ref: FSB & NSA [PDF]: (i) Unashamedly Ethical; & (ii) Summary: Interpretation Forensic Data
Unashamedly Ethical; Drivers Inc Outsourcing & Umtata Police:
Ombudsman: Keith Matthee (keith@mattd.co.za); Sarah Berrington Smith
(sarah@driversinc.co.za); Drivers Inc (info@driversinc.co.za); Umtatha Police
(umtatasc@saps.gov.za)
Ref: LJ v Unashamedly Ethical [PDF]: ZA: (i) Keith Matthee & (ii) Re: Possibly Related Events:
Umtata: Kidnapping of Outsourcing Must Fall Spokesperson: Vusi Mahlangu.
NSA & FSB: Updated Draft of Response to Sarah Berrington Smith incl Ref2
Kidnapping of Outsourcing Must Fall Spokesperson: Vusi Mahlangu
When I received Sarah Berrington-Smith 01 April 2016 9:16 AM Unashamedly ethical - Keith
Matthee correspondence.
I drew up a draft response. On 01 April 2016 at 3:17 PM; I sent her an excerpt of the draft
response.
I did not complete the draft; before deciding to send her an excerpt of it.
Here is the draft with minor updates; although it is – like FSB & NSA: Summary:
Interpretation Forensic Data [PDF] -- not yet completed.
======== Start: Updated Draft of Response to Sarah Berrington Smith ========
If you read UE Fraud: Keith Matthee [PDF]: 06 March 2016 3:02 PM: Cape Times, Sekunjalo
Inv, FI-CT Consul: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud: Keith Matthee: Cape Times: Atheists fail to
grasp the real problems facing us?; you would have read:

-------- Excerpt: UE Fraud: Keith Matthee: 06 March 2016 3:02 PM ---------Shall South Africa solve its overpopulation and overconsumption problem; orderly and
humanely by choosing to implement an Ecology of Peace national social contract; requiring all
its citizens to cooperate and reduce their consumption and procreation to ecological carrying
capacity limits; or be humanely, orderly and fairly eliminated from the South African genepool;
or like Syria did; with a South African civil war; where Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban and
Bloemfontein look like Homs?
Should we ask for President Putin’s help to orderly and humanely legally implement an Ecology
of Peace South African social contract; or should we wait until South Africa’s civil war; and
whomever is then President; can ask President Putin and the Russian Air Force to bomb the
hell out of those who refused to non-violently cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace South
African social contract?
-------- End Excerpt: UE Fraud: Keith Matthee: 06 March 2016 3:02 PM ----------

If you read: Req Legal Assistance to Judge James Gray [PDF]: 14 December 2015 3:02 PM:
Subject: EoP libertarian ethics Thomas Sankara Response to Peace Corps: Aloha Gambia
Natural Farming & Knock Knock Uganda; you would have read:
-------- Req Legal Assistance to Judge James Gray [PDF] -------RE: How Serious Pentagon, CIA & NSA Generals know anyone is sincere:
If or when you identify the serious American Generals; and/or Russian, NATO, Pakistani,
Chinese, Australia etc Generals; – of whom you have such a high opinion – who appointed you
as their spokesperson; who want you to act as their Masonic War is Peace ‘fuck honour’ debate
spokesperson.
I suggest you discuss the issue with your family.
New Ecology of Peace rules including communication rules; are clearly outlined here; which I
practice in my relating to all; irrespective of race, class or religion.
Masonic War is Peace Rules is a different kettle of fish; depending on the particular racial, class
or religious sub-culture and the Masonic Rule of Law state functions will to regulate or ignore
the particular sub-cultures practicing of their respective inter sub-cultural rules.
The higher you go up the Masonic food chain where the big boy Generals, Bankers, Judges,
CEO’s tread, you enter into areas where state police and prosecutorial functions generally
ignore the particular sub-cultures Masonic War is Peace rules; whose rules can be similar to
Beirut rules: i.e. zones where the state ‘rule of law’ allegedly applicable to everyone else has
collapsed; as can be noted in any collapsed state ruled by overt gangs and their warlords; where
as Crowley would say where ‘do what thou wilt’ rules rule; or some sub-cultural version of that
imposed by those capable of the greatest brute force or cruelty to maintain order and obedience
to their sub-cultural version of Beirut, or Los Pepes, etc rules.
An example of KGB / FSB playing Beirut rules.
My EoP rules for expressing my opinions – particularly what could be interpreted by them
personally or some of their followers; as negative opinions – to any General; or for that matter

politician, pope, guru, homeless person, etc; is to express my honest opinions to them; for their
attention; to their inbox; or if possible to their face; and secondly: to sincerely give them the
opportunity of proving my working hypothesis opinion about them wrong. If so to publicly
amend my working hypothesis conclusion and if necessary apologize.
Masonic War is Peace Political Party no rules example can be found in Mexico where it is overt;
as opposed to in other duhmockery’s where it is covert. In Mexico it is referred to as Plaza 123; a
description thereof can be found in: Lord of the Sky: Drug Lord: Amado Carillo Fuentes.
-------- End: Excerpt: Req Legal Assistance to Judge James Gray -------If you read: EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: 13 March 2016:
Trump Supporters v Black lives Matter: watching a Masonic Hungry Judas Goat Cannibal – My
CapitalWar Penis is bigger than Your BreedingWar Penis -- conversation unfold; you would have
read:
--------- Excerpt: EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comm Corr: 13 March 2016 --------Durant: My government will never negotiate for me.
Abdullah 'Firimbi' Hassan: Then perhaps you and I can negotiate, huh? Soldier to Soldier.
Durant: I am not in charge
Abdullah 'Firimbi' Hassan: Course not, you have the power to kill, but not negotiate. In
Somalia, Killing is Negotiation.
-- Excerpts: Black Hawk Down.
--------- End Excerpt: EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comm Corr: 13 March 2016 --------Too busy to read????
If you read: EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: 31 Jan 2016; you
would have read:
--------- Excerpt: EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comm Corr: 31 Jan 2016 --------“The problem with being too busy to read is that you learn by experience (or by your men’s
experience), i.e. the hard way. By reading, you learn through others’ experiences, generally a
better way to do business, especially in our line of work where the consequences of
incompetence are so final for young men. Thanks to my reading, I have never been caught flatfooted by any situation, never at a loss for how any problem has been addressed (successfully or
unsuccessfully) before. It doesn’t give me all the answers, but it lights what is often a dark path
ahead.
For all the “4th Generation of War” intellectuals running around today saying that the nature of
war has fundamentally changed, the tactics are wholly new, etc, I must respectfully say … “Not
really”: Alex the Great would not be in the least bit perplexed by the enemy that we face right
now in Iraq, and our leaders going into this fight do their troops a disservice by not studying
(studying, vice just reading) the men who have gone before us.
We have been fighting on this planet for 5000 years and we should take advantage of their
experience. “Winging it” and filling body bags as we sort out what works reminds us of the

moral dictates and the cost of incompetence in our profession. As commanders and staff officers,
we are coaches and sentries for our units: how can we coach anything if we don’t know a hell of
a lot more than just the [Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures]? What happens when you’re on a
dynamic battlefield and things are changing faster than higher [Headquarters] can stay
abreast? Do you not adapt because you cannot conceptualize faster than the enemy’s
adaptation? (Darwin has a pretty good theory about the outcome for those who cannot adapt to
changing circumstance — in the information age things can change rather abruptly and at warp
speed, especially the moral high ground which our regimented thinkers cede far too quickly in
our recent fights.) And how can you be a sentinel and not have your unit caught flat-footed if
you don’t know what the warning signs are — that your unit’s preps are not sufficient for the
specifics of a tasking that you have not anticipated?
Perhaps if you are in support functions waiting on the warfighters to spell out the specifics of
what you are to do, you can avoid the consequences of not reading. Those who must adapt to
overcoming an independent enemy’s will are not allowed that luxury.
This is not new to the USMC approach to warfighting — Going into Kuwait 12 years ago, I read
(and reread) Rommel’s Papers (remember “Kampstaffel”?), Montgomery’s book (“Eyes
Officers”…), “Grant Takes Command” (need for commanders to get along, “commanders’
relationships” being more important than “command relationships”), and some others.”
As a result, the enemy has paid when I had the opportunity to go against them, and I believe
that many of my young guys lived because I didn’t waste their lives because I didn’t have the
vision in my mind of how to destroy the enemy at least cost to our guys and to the innocents on
the battlefields.
– Gen. MadDog Mattis: Too busy to read?
--------- End Excerpt: EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comm Corr: 31 Jan 2016 ---------

Re: Psychotronic manipulation of Sarah Berrington Smith
Were you psychotronically manipulated by some military intelligence agency to send me your
correspondence?
My answer: Yes you were.
What is your answer?
If your answer is yes; what are your answers to the following questions:




Why are you being psychotronically manipulated to send me a message?
Which military intelligence agency was it; or if a combination which combination?
Were your military intelligence agency handlers motivated by Ecology of Peace or
Masonic War is Peace problem solving?

Are you being psychotronically manipulated to send a cryptic Kremlin Business Card help to
orderly and humanely legally implement an Ecology of Peace South African social contract?
Maybe; maybe not.



PDF UE Fraud: Vancouver: 7 March 2016 4:11 AM
o Hall: → Alex Jones: Dr John Hall: Gov Mind Control Technologies of crystal
ego’s: Glass harp-toccata and fugue in D minor-Bach-BMW 565.



‘Kremlin Help Business card”:
o Feathermen: Ecology of Peace Interpretation Forensic Data [PDF]
o EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations Comments Corr: [PDF: 25 May: Parris Island]



Eastern Cape kidnapping case for Outsourcing Must Fall Spokesperson Vusi Mahlangu ENCA.
o Corporate Externalities Tragedy of the Commons Outsourcing.
o Battery:
 Russian Special Forces: Spetnaz GRU.
 Latma: Want to buy a rug?
 EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → Dave Copeland: "Zog," or Zionist
Occupation Government, was pumping him full of drugs in order to sweep
him under the carpet.
 Black Conservative: Hitler Rug for fragile ego children.
 EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → Eddie Propaganda Posters:
Victor Deni Denisov 1920: Comrade Lenin sweeps away the dirt under
the rug / cleanses the earth of filth.
o The Playing ‘Sweep away the dirt’ Genocide Holocaust Fuck Fuck with Masonic
War is Peace Slavery Addicted fuck honour cockroaches Arms Trade is Big
Business:
 SA Arms Deal:
 Whistleblower Patricia de Lille
o Does Patricia de Lille support Ecology of Peace Education
about Root cause problem solving?
o Thanks, no thanks: CAS 1340/07/07.
 Thales: Tall Tales: How Arms deal bankrolled Zuma.
o 2015: Thalys Train Attack.
o EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → EU: Brussels: 22
Mar: Belgium: Zaventem Airport & Maelbeek Metro:
Suicide bombers ….. Terrorist Cells in Brussels: …. “In
August 2015, a suspected terrorist committed a shooting
and stabbing attack aboard a Thalys train travelling from
Amsterdam to Paris via Brussels, before he was subdued
by passengers: Spencer Stone, Anthony Salder and Alek
Skarlatos; who was a former student at Umpqua
Community College.”



Andreas Florian Blochliger’s demands that Jacob Zuma Must Fall.



Constitutional Court’s ruling that Public Protector’s decision is legally binding Sowetan.
o PDF: 30 March 2016 9:03 PM:
 “Military Cryptic Code and/or Twilight Language: Cryptic
communications occur everywhere from Joshua and Rahab’s cryptic red
cord/rope hanging from her window enabling the capture of Jericho in the
Bible to Masonic War is Peace ‘rule of law’ Constitutional Court

o

o



Judgements reliance on hidden – to the average layman – stare decisis
rulings.”
Binding:
 Morality and Abstract Thinking: How Africans may differ from
Westerners: The Zulu entry means “as if to bind one’s feet.” ... A light
bulb seemed to go on in his mind. Yes, he said; in fact, the Zulu word for
promise—isithembiso—is not the correct word. When a black person
“promises” he means “maybe I will and maybe I won’t.” But, I said, this
makes nonsense of promising, the very purpose of which is to bind one to
a course of action. When one is not sure he can do something he may say,
“I will try but I can’t promise.” He said he’d heard whites say that and
had never understood it till now. As a young Romanian friend so aptly
summed it up, when a black person “promises” he means “I’ll try.”
Verbal Handshake or vague ambiguous written contracts:
 SQSwans PRH:
 A handshake is a very low cost way of making contracts; but is
worthless in a community with lotsa liars - Bob Brown, Point of
Impact & Andrea Alciati, First Love.

Steve Biko widow and Frode Moe 27 March visit to Fancourt for breakfast:
o Fan: UJMC-SF44: Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking
Lifeboat Ethics: Blind Men and an Elephant: Fan.
o Frode Moe: Africans don’t deserve to know the truth about Masonic War is Peace
white man AIDS is a nigger depopulation virus medicine; and anyone who tries
to educate ecologically illiterate South Africans [State v Johnstone: CAS 572-02 /
CAS 1340/7/07 ] shall be accused of insanity.
o Steve Biko Agang widow:
 Cry Freedom: Judge: Why do you people call yourselves black? You look
more brown than black | Steve Biko: Why do you call yourselves white?
You look more pink than white.
o ABC RN Breakfast: Shinbet Generals call for peace.
o PDF UE Fraud: Vancouver: 09 March 2:39 PM:
 “The first Amendment is not abridged for the benefit of the Brotherhood
of the Robe” - Antonin Scalia; Scalia Thinks The “Brotherhood of the
Robe” Would “Profit From A Hearty Heaping of Humble Pie”.
o EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → The suicide of Eastern Cape Cradock
Four Apartheid policeman Gerhard Lotz.

I don’t know. Are those just normal coincidences; or above normal?
If above normal and a cryptic Kremlin Business Card:
Is cryptic Kremlin Business Card stating:


Yes the Kremlin will help; if or when we think you give a fuck about active listening,
give up your addiction to political correctness; and show a sincere concern for root cause
problem solving cooperation.

Until then:

WiP: Thanks but no thanks Go -- be good cockroach on Viagra Christians, Muslims,
Buddhists, Jews etc and teach your dumbfuck flock to fornicate and consume like

cockroach on Viagra niggers, crackers, spicks, kikes; etc to create millions of dumbfuck
cannonfodder for the Zionist Military Industrial Complex parasitic profiteering leeches
to economically and militarily bomb the fuck out of you slavery addicted fuck honour
cockroaches – fuck yourselves?
If it is a cryptic Kremlin Business card message; what exactly is the cryptic Kremlin Business
Card stating?
How the fuck do you expect to find out if you don’t give a fuck about (a) actively listening and (b)
suffer from some fragile ego Mindfuck cultural condition where you require other people to be
polite; as opposed to being honest; whether you may think their honesty is rude or not? (c) why
should people cooperate with you if you don’t give a fuck about root cause problem solving?; or
(d) contacting the Kremlin or NSA; to confirm whether your interpretations of their messages
are accurate?
My correspondence to NSA and FSB [PDF] to provide them with my interpretations of their
possibly cryptic messages.
======== End: Updated Draft of Response to Sarah Berrington Smith ========
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in: (A) FSB & NSA [PDF]: (i) Unashamedly
Ethical; & (ii) Summary: Interpretation Forensic Data; (B) LJ v Unashamedly Ethical [PDF]:
ZA: (i) Keith Matthee & (ii) Re: Possibly Related Events: Umtata: Kidnapping of Outsourcing
Must Fall Spokesperson: Vusi Mahlangu.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: EoP MILED Clerk
To: Cape Times; Sekunjalo Inv; Finland Embassy; SAPS [PDF]; Keith Matthee [PDF];
CC: EoP Applicants: Vladimir Putin & Anthony Zinni [PDF]
Date: Sat, Aug 27, 2016 at 8:27 PM
Subject: Cape Times, Sekunjalo Inv, SAPS, UE K Matthee, FI Emb: TC: EoP response to Terry Bell
‘transformation of social & economic system’:

From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Aug 27, 2016 at 8:27 PM
Subject: Cape Times, Sekunjalo Inv, SAPS, UE K Matthee, FI Emb: TC: EoP response to Terry Bell
‘transformation of social & economic system’:
To: "Cape Times News Editors: Ashfak Mohamed" <ashfak.mohamed@inl.co.za>, "Editor: Aneez Salie"
<aneez.salie@inl.co.za>, "Sekunjalo Investments: Exec Chair: Iqbal Survé" <iqbal@sekunjalo.com>,
Sekunjalo <info@sekunjalo.com>, Khalid Abdulla <khalid@sekunjalo.com>, "Acting as Honorary
Consulate of Finland: Exec Asst Maude Nyandoro" <zenariah.barends@inl.co.za>, SAPS WC Prov
Commissioner <wcpcstaffofficer@saps.gov.za>, Cape Town Police <CTCentral-SAPS@saps.gov.za>,
Keith Matthee <keith@mattd.co.za>, Finland Embassy <sanomat.pre@formin.fi>, Petri Salo
<petri.salo@formin.fi>, Anu Saxen <anu.saxen@formin.fi>, Anna Merrifield
<anna.merrifield@formin.fi>, Beverley Harris <beverley.harris@formin.fi>
Cc: President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office <press_office@prpress.gov.ru>, "Amb Mikhail
Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta" <ruspospr@mweb.co.za>, "General Anthony Charles Zinni USMC Ret."
<fwaconsultants@gmail.com>

Cape Times News Editors:
Ashfak Mohamed (ashfak.mohamed@inl.co.za); Editor: Aneez Salie (aneez.salie@inl.co.za)
Sekunjalo Investment Holdings / Finland Consulate in Capetown:
Sekunjalo Investments: Exec Chair: Iqbal Survé (iqbal@sekunjalo.com); Sekunjalo
(info@sekunjalo.com); Khalid Abdulla (khalid@sekunjalo.com); Acting as Honorary Consulate of
Finland: Exec Asst Maude Nyandoro (zenariah.barends@inl.co.za); Chief of Staff: Zenariah
Barends (zenariah.barends@inl.co.za);
Int Police: LJ v UE: SAPS WC Prov Commissioner; Keith Matthee:
SAPS WC Prov Commissioner (wcpcstaffofficer@saps.gov.za); Cape Town Police (CTCentralSAPS@saps.gov.za); Keith Matthee (keith@mattd.co.za)
Embassy of Finland in Pretoria: Ambassador Petri Salo:
Finland Embassy (sanomat.pre@formin.fi); Petri Salo (petri.salo@formin.fi); Anu Saxen
(anu.saxen@formin.fi); Anna Merrifield (anna.merrifield@formin.fi); Beverley Harris
(beverley.harris@formin.fi)
EoP Applicants: Vladimir Putin & Anthony Zinni:
President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office (press_office@prpress.gov.ru); Copy to: Amb
Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta (ruspospr@mweb.co.za); General Anthony Charles Zinni USMC
Ret. (fwaconsultants@gmail.com)

Cape Times, Sekunjalo Inv, SAPS, UE K Matthee, FI Emb: TC: EoP response to Terry
Bell ‘transformation of social & economic system’:
Transparency copy of EoP response to Terry Bell ‘transformation of social and economic system’;
which makes reference to 06 March 2016 PM correspondence to Cape Times, Sekunjalo Inv, FICT Consul: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud: Keith Matthee: Cape Times: Atheists fail to grasp the
real problems facing us?; documented at International Police: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud:
Complaint Correspondence: WC: Capetown: Keith Matthee [PDF].
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: Vladimir Putin
& Anthony Zinni; (ii) Intnl Police: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud: Complaint Correspondence:
WC: Capetown: Keith Matthee [PDF]; (iii) EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments
Correspondence [PDF]: Cape Times; Sekunjalo Investments; Finland Embassy.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

_____________________________
From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Aug 27, 2016 at 7:39 PM
Subject: EoP response to Terry Bell ‘transformation of social & economic system’
To: Terry Bell <belnews@telkomsa.net>

Terry Bell (belnews@telkomsa.net)
Terry Bell Writes blog
EoP response to Terry Bell ‘transformation of social & economic system’:
In your article: A Journalistic Travesty by Independent Media; which exposes the alleged ‘dirty
tricks’ campaign against INMSA: Independent News Media South Africa’s owner Dr. Igbal
Surve you write:
“I must confess that I am proud to be a member of a particular generation. We are
the generation that suffered 90-day detention and exile; who went on, together with
comrades such as Thabo and Moeletsi Mbeki, Pallo Jordan, Paul Trewhela Aziz
Pahad and Thami Mhlambiso to establish the ANC Youth League in London.
Although we have gone our separate ways, we are a generation of various shades of
complexion who, for the most part, remain dedicated to the transformation of our
social and economic system.”
I am unaware of what you mean by ‘remain dedicated to the transformation of our social and
economic system’.

I prefer to give everyone the benefit of the doubt that they are sincere truthseekers unconscious
and unaware of the Masonic War is Peace matrix they reside in; before coming to a reasonable
probable cause working hypothesis conclusion that they are simply a Masonic War is Peace
right wing racial supremacist or left wing moral supremacist Flat Earth guru peddling their
particular racial, religious or corporate cannibalism koolaid flavour of Masonic War is Peace
bullshit the public relations.
In accordance with my preference to give all the benefit of the doubt that they are sincere socioeconomic resource war conflict problem solving truthseekers unconscious and unaware of the
Masonic War is Peace matrix they reside in; I share the following Ecology of Peace v Masonic
War is Peace negotiations correspondence; for your constructive criticism feedback
consideration; should you find any errors of logic, fact or reasoning in any of the stated objective
truth facts:
Ecology of Peace culture social and economic transformation:
I am a member of the Ecology of Peace Radical Honoursty culture – EoP Oath [PDF].
Put simply: The Ecology of Peace culture’s perspective on the transformation of the Masonic
War is Peace culture’s social and economic system is as follows: To amend the Masonic War is
Peace right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits
clauses of the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract; and replace them with
strict Ecology of Peace clauses that require all the citizens of all nations, of all races, religions
and classes to (a) breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; and (b) relate in
accordance with fully informed consenting agreement legal principles; and violator cheaters
shall have their genes removed from the planetary genepool.
A more detailed overview can be found in among others: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC: US Army
Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC: Leaders Shrinking Lifeboat Course Activity creates biases
awareness; EoP International Criminal Court complaint: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel Committee &
Peace Laureates et al [PDF]; which is one of the Ecology of Peace culture’s options for
implementation – preferably non violent -- of an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract. EoP options include Ecology of Peace education ideas for media publications; such as
including an EoP and WiP culture Notice to Readers on their newspapers or blogs:
Notice to Reader:
The problems of poverty, unemployment, war, crime, violence, food shortages, food
price increases, inflation, police brutality, political instability, loss of civil rights,
vanishing species, garbage and pollution, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste,
climate change, racism, sexism, Nazism, Islamism, feminism, Zionism etc; are
direct consequences of humans living in accordance to a Masonic War is
Peace international law social contract that provides humans the ‘right to breed
and consume’ with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits.
Ecology of Peace factual reality: 1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite; 3. When
humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits, it results
in resource conflict; 4. To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in
accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and
international
inter-cultural
resource
war
conflict;
humans
must implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that restricts

all the worlds citizens to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits.
Ecology of Peace v Masonic War is Peace NWO culture negotiations are updated at MILED
Clerk Notice.

EoP Negotiations Correspondence to Iqbal Surve:
Recent EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations correspondence to: Iqbal Survé; can be found
at: International Police: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud: Complaint Correspondence [PDF]:
WC: Capetown [PDF]: Keith Matthee [PDF]: 06 March 2016 PM: Cape Times, Sekunjalo
Inv, FI-CT Consul: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud: Keith Matthee: Cape Times: Atheists fail
to grasp the real problems facing us?.

EoP Negotiations correspondence to Anglo American, CC: Lonmin; Marikana
Comm:
Re: Terry Bell Writes: Marikana Mining and Industrial Peace:
EoP correspondence submitted to: Cynthia Carroll, CEO Anglo American; CC: Simon Scott,
CEO Lonmin Plc; Police Comm.: Riah Phiyega c/o: Minister of Police: N Mthwethwa; Hon.
Judge Ian Gordon Farlam, Marikana Commission of Enquiry. Subject: SQSwans: Apartheid
preferred small population of self sufficient personally responsible K-Africans; Mine Owners
prefer large population of desperate poverty stricken r-Africans.
Excerpt: Tipping Points: Peak NNR Scarcity:
As this scenario unfolds, increasingly large segments of humanity will become
aware of the fact that NNRs enable our industrialized way of life, and that everincreasing NNR scarcity is the fundamental cause underlying our continuously
declining economic output (GDP) and societal wellbeing levels, both domestically
(US) and, by that time, globally as well. Historically prevalent public attitudes of
generosity and forbearance, which were made possible by abundant and cheap
NNRs during our epoch of “continuously more and more”, will be displaced by
public intolerance:
* Childbirth will be condemned rather than celebrated;
* All immigration will be outlawed;
* Traditionally unquestioned resource uses—from “social entitlements” and
universally accessible healthcare, to professional sports and cosmetics—will be
considered “unfair” or “wasteful”, and ultimately eliminated; and
* “Excessive wealth” will be appropriated for “the public good”.
[..]
Previously sporadic social unrest and resource wars will degenerate—seemingly
instantaneously—into full fledged conflicts among nations, classes, and ultimately
individuals for remaining natural resources and real wealth. It will become
universally understood that the only way to “stay even” within a continuously

contracting operating environment—much less to improve one’s lot—is to take from
somebody else. Life will become a “negative sum game” within the “shrinking pie”
of “continuously less and less”.
Social institutions will dissolve; law and order will cease to exist; and chaos will fill
the void— nations will collapse.
Given that half of the 89 analyzed NNRs are either likely or almost certain to
remain scarce permanently at the global level; that no extraterrestrial source NNR
imports exists for the world as a whole, and that the global industrialized /
industrializing population has increased nearly 5 fold since 1975… …it is highly
likely that the interval between global societal wellbeing “divergence” in 2008 and
global societal collapse will be 35 years or less.

EoP Negotiations correspondence to Anti-Apartheid Movement:
Re: Terry Bell Writes: Operation Daisy and the Anti-Apartheid Art Prof Spy.
Jus Sanguinis: Letter to EU Anti-Apartheid Org's: Could the ANC have won liberation struggle
Honourably and Non-violently; by ending their Swart Gevaar Breeding War?:
Prior to declaring a violent liberation struggle’; did the ANC at any time launch a
non-violent cultural and political campaign to end the African ‘swart gevaar’
breeding-war, to demonstrate their honourable Just War Just Cause Intentions?
EoP Axis: Van Jones [PDF]:
Request for Information / Questions for Van Jones:
Since the advent of European / Jewish Military and Financial World Domination:
Do you know of any Non-European: African, African American, Latino, Muslim etc;
or any ‘progressive’ Non-European: African, African American, Latino, Muslim
lawyer, religious, philosophic advisor who has advised ‘progressive’ Non-European
or European ‘Progressive’ political leaders to personally or legally directly approach
European / Jewish Human Factory Farming Slave Master Oppressors; requesting
them to engage in a public political and/or legal conversation that has never been
had before; a conversation about abolishing the Masonic Left/Right Wing Human
Factory Farm; a conversation about cooperating to implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract; that requires all the worlds citizens to procreate
and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; or be exterminated from the
planetary genepool?
I have not been able to find any such historical information about any ‘progressive’
Non-European: African, African American, Latino, Muslim lawyer, religious,
philosophic advisor or religious or political leader?
My working hypothesis is that the reason I have not been able to find such a
‘progressive’ Non-European lawyer, religious, philosopher advisor or political

leader; is because they all secretly believe that Non-Europeans are – in terms of
their procreation capabilities and skills: sexual discipline, responsibility and fully
informed consent gender relations restraint – about as sexually ‘superior/inferior’
equal to cockroaches on viagra.
Put differently they secretly believe that the majority of Non-Europeans are
incapable of procreation discipline.
Put simply: They think Non-Europeans are inferior beings; are not and never will
be ‘equal’ to a European or Asian or Jew; a significant majority of whom are capable
of procreation discipline; and who are not remotely threatened by an international
law social contract; that would require them to procreate below ecological carrying
capacity limits.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments
Correspondence [PDF]: Terry Bell Writes.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
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